
Dear Jim, re DJ Answer in 86~ 1547 8/4/86 
I write this in haste because in what time I've been able to work I've been 

working on a memo of which I'l] send you a copye Also, this is one of those now more 
frequent days in which for no apparent reason I'm more tired, really too tired. 

First, with regard to my attached ES to Flanders ‘of 7-29/80 = I never heard 
another word that I can recall. They acknowledge the request, acknowledge that without 
waiver of ny rights I agreed to pay for the records in Item Ty and they then proceed 
to ignore even that until suit is filed. This, as you know and should tell Gesell, 
is the rule, not the exception, and I strongly urge you to provide those few pages 
of the Aborezkh hearing, along with the pige with the later footnotes I think that 
before a Gesell this can all be telling. Also, there may well be other letters I then 
wrote and now cannot remembere Please remember allso that I wrote that letter exactly 
a tionth before the left femoral blockage was diagnosed at “eorgetow and that it was 
followed by the first of the surgeries, about a week latere 

As usual, Flanders’ 7/1/80 to me misrepresents and disfrts. (Thisiis an atypical 
copy because a) it is not the record copy and b) withholds the identification of the 
SA who actually wrote the letser. If I knew who I'd be able to provide a record of 
consistent misrepresentation and distortio ang probably under oath by hime 
(I think that in that period it may have been artin Wood(s).) I do think that I 
addressed the rest of his letter separately. ~ 

Basic to the misrepresentation, which cannot be made without it, is the utter 
and known irrelevancy of citing Judge Gesell's decision in that cases I never made any 
effort to extend it and because I did not this befames an even more evil misrepresenta= 
tion and distortion. But in this FBI formulation there is no. other basis for any fee 
waiver request ar grantinge 

However, there was one, well known to the FBI, and it could not have been 
a) more inclusive and b) more completely voluntary on the part of the Department. 
Quin Sheay as appeals officer, on his own, decided that because of my selfless and 
impersonal uses of the records I get, my unique subject-matter expertise and the 
histori€al significance of the two assassainations I should and would be granted 
complete fee waiver on all such records. He then expanded this, and wrote me thats 
his decision was with the agreement of the FRI, that it would include all such rogords 
disclosed to anyone elses Se 

Later ~ and this was never approved by Shea (and if Ay anyone elise Z"m not a 
aware of it} Bill Cole decided tiled abrogate the fee waivers He was then just another 
Civil Division lawyer and he had no such authority, the authority to overturn the oe 
high-level. Department approval, I think then it was the Deputy but I’m not sure. 

After I got a copy of Cole's complete fabrications, total inventions, when you 
did not represent me in that matter, I filed a lengthy and detailed appeal. showing that 
Cole had simply invented the entire basia of what he wrote. It really is infamous. 
That was never acted on, never denied, and like so many appe:ls, it was merely ignored. 

Perhaps my memory is faulty, but I. think you should ask for any official con= 
firmation of Cole's trickery and should provide the very angry memo or letter I 
wrote Shea, I'm pretty sure with the request that he distribute itg particularly to 
Cole. I think that whether or not there was later approval of Cole's rotten defanations, 
it will be significant to a judge like “egelle I want you to do this as soon as you cane 

Notice also that in the last graf of page 1 there is another deliberate deception 
and misrepresentation, citation of Shea's earlier letter. And they lie about their 
alleged "understanding." They did provide, without cost, many other records. All of 
the first part of that large release, not included in GeseTi"s decision and not 
mentioned by Shea. They did, while Shea was ‘still appeals officer, send ne copies 
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of what was disclosed to others and I had not specifically requested, I remember in particular some respohses to ded. Weberman's requestse In fact, to this day, they've not gotten a penny from me for any records, and as recently as this year (in response to a 1978 requestg later duplicated by another for whom they pro€essed those records) they didn't even ask for payments I refer to the Nosenko records of which you knoe 
i suggest also that you check the Shea letter they quote because I'm sure that he intended to include “all" in his meaning and without question it was their interpretation until he was out or well on his way oute 
As you know it is not now possibke for me to search and locate that corres- pondence and I think it would be more effective if you inmediatd|demand discovery and. be inclusive in it, referring to the papers leading up to the fee vaiver and it and any other such internal ond other communications, notesof conferences and discussions and copies of all covering letters by the FBI and Departuent subsequent to the cited Shea letters I+ will make it obvious to Gesell that he is being. lied to again and I think we'dl thus put wheels on their newest axelrod, Plesae do this!!! 
I'm junpfing and I have to get up and walk a bit so I'll start not to forget what I did for then in fefsponse to that all-inclusive fee waiver. It represents an Chormous amount of work and for me significant costs. There is a background to it that I want very much to get into a court record because it is pertinent and becauge it provides a means for rebuttal of all those many contrived slanders of me as antie government in particulars 

You will remember that I first met Shea when Judge Green asked both sides to cooperate with him in worlcing out the problems they contrived for the King CBBC, Code 75~19966 You should also xemanbex that the then Civil Division lawyer whose name I can't at the moment recell refused to accompany use Then or at any other time. She did, as I recall, walk back to the DJ building with use Now Shea had originally filed & nasty, snotty affidavit even making slurring reference to my health. I'd then had the two acute venous thrombos@s off which you had a medical report from your radiologist wife who read the Xerays to both of us. dnd I was so limited that the FBI had had to park your car inside the J. Edgar Hoover Bidg. tor me to confer with them at about that timee You were in his waiting room when Dr. Hufnagel diagnosed the arteri. blockages on about 4/1/77. (and that was not long after you had talked me into § going to New York from Yailas to appear on Good Morning America and devendg theS Br against the false accusatiogn made by Mark Lane and Jimmy Ray. I'd refused to go> up from Dallas theee times When you persauded mee But I use this also as datings”, It was about 6/77 and I was then aware of the consequences of the arterial blockanes and was quite tired from chen, So, either at that first meeting with Shea when you were present or not lone thereafter he apologized for and explained his nasty effi-~ davit. He'd believed the FBI's fabrications and slurs ond, ac I recall na bLt puzzled by the whole thinge Now it happened that he was a friend of the late Joe Borkin and lunched with him often. He mentioned titis and me to Jorlcin who told hii the truth about me and wll the unpaid (in any way, I mean not even a leak) work I'd done for DJ in my investigative reporting days, particularly with regard to the serious damage to the war effort by the Nags cartels. (J Edgar Hoover even wrote a letter 
Praising ny plexiglas expose and, naturally, the FBI says it can't find it. I gave it even the file number, too! But the letter remained with the magazine, hich published only a sentence of it or so.) In fact, Quin later told me that when DJ did nothing about all the fairly complete documentation I provided on the cartel that prevented our uses of synthetic gas and synthetic rubber Joe took those photostats with him and used then in his book on I.GeFarben, This US front of a Nazi owner, Rohm & Haas, is among the nazi fronts vested after my exposes appearede 1 think that Joe also knew abeut and I know Quin tried to get for me the récords of ny working without cost to the Department for about four months in their then significant Harlan County, Ky. wase, USev Mary Heien et al. He found only one page referring to ite They*d borroued 
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me from the Senate Education and Labor Subcommittee for which I then worked. (About 
1987-8.) The late Henry Schweinhaut, then in Criminal, selected me fron that committee's 
entire dtaff as knowing more about Harlen and the coal operators than anyone else, 
inciuding those who had done the original investigating for the committee. I didn't 
have to do my ow work and the DI*s without getting a cent from the DJ for it but 
I did. They'd intended me chiefly for help with the duces tecun subpoenaes but they 
used me fox much more, including plea hargaining, I remember in particular with the 
Peabody Coal Co. (1% may interest you to know that their Harlan tipple was burned to 
the ground the night after they entered their nolo plea.) 

So, Shea had been told first-person, by a former DI employee, that I was and 
remained (he also knew me later) the exact opposite of anti—governuent or antiqFBL 

or DJe And as I think he explained in your presence, he is a hgstery buff and in 
additibn, after I filed FOIA suits in both cases, the AG's had held them to be of 
exceptional historical <umportancee So, because he by then knew of my subject—matter 
expertise, he asked my help so that he could see to it that, in accord with the i 
officially stated policy, he could make maximum possible ‘tisclosure.s In response, a: 
over a period of time, I provide ean enormous anount of detailed and documented ky 
information. My copies overfill two standard-sbze file cabinets. You haven by the i 
way, tho OIP letter to ine in which they say that nobody had ever provided so much 
information, ever. (This, by the way, also reflects the FLI's determination to with» 
hold regardless of the 4Gs" decisions to disclose as much as possible.) 

It was some tine ater I pegan to provide all of this to Shea that he broadcned 
the fees waiver and disclosuxe decisions to include all on both subjects disclosed 
to any other persone 

I've got to stop soon for lunch and the first. of the flat~on~the~back, legs-up 
periods I must take time Yor tice each day, in addition to the three hours of 
therapy. I think the discovery I request is also inportant in that i¢ will dise 
close which people in the FBI and DJ had Imowledge of the actualitcies and then nro= 
ceeded both to distort and misrepresent and then to file these distortions and mige 
representations befere a judge who is a decent msn and to their knowledge doesn?t 
like that kind of behavior before hime There just is no question about the fact and 
it is as I represent and I think you should recall. independently and there is 
question about it, the FBI and DJ knew they were misrovresenting and cistortingss 
4nd I'n pretty sure that I wrote more than that one Ictter of 1/ 1 in response to=- 
Flanders, If my recollection is correct, that in itself will spell out the deliberate- 
ness of this intent to impose upon Judge “esell's truste a 
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I've now forgotten whether there is anything else in the Ansver to which I 
should address mysolf, In part because after all these years such deliberate official 
dishonesty is still upsetting to me. And T get unset more eastiv now, If I've ° 
overlooked anything, please let me Knows I should be hone every day efter the morning 
therapy, from by 10230 on, except for fhursday » when the dermatologist examines the 
right wrifist to see if that cancer has returned, as it did twice before. I'm hoping 
the one bump I see is from one of the dozen or so stitches he used last times 

Dest, f 

ida 

it mek boy - 

P.S. The reason they never complied with that ry 
Item 7 is because it proves beyond question that in that 
1/78 hearing their lawyers lied to Judge kesell in 
feeling to frustrate disclosure to me on the ground that they were placing copies in 
the Library of Congress¢ and elsewhere as they didn't intend and didn’t do. You 
got relevant records, perhaps in k Allen's casey that they not only did not do 
what they told Judge Gesell they were doingd- they instead destroyed their extra 
copies without depositing any of them in any library or other institutions



Tin, 
8/4/86 ~ 2 . a 

I've read and corrected the enclosed letter and because of the way I feel lal 
also is reading it to be sure it is clear enough. I write more because this time I 
want you to do what I‘m asking and I do not want to regret still again that you 
didn't. If there is some compelling reason not to get this all before “esell right 
now please tell me. If you want an affidavit, I'll do that, omitting the things in the 
letter that ought not be in an affidavite 

This provides an sa opportunity to really get them bashed for their serious 
misconduct and Gesell is the judge who will resent being imposed upon. The dishonesty 
of t is will be apparent if you check your own copies for the period of the Dlanders 
letters And after I wrote thajetter I realized wh¢y they refused to comply and why I 
offered to pay ~ because it proves that they Lied to Sesell. 

You can win this case tright off the bat and have them clobber themselves in 
the bargain if you do as I wante I wont Gesell to know that they have deceived and a 
misled him, or try to, and that it is not and cannot be accidental. 

if you will not, please let me know immediately. But I warn you, if you do not 
have an overwheling reason I am going to do what I've never done, start ticking off 
some of the many instances in which you refused to in the past and what the result 
wase Nobody is ever always right or always wrong, but I'll remember more than enoughe 
it has been very serious to me so this time please do it as I ask. 

Please also let me hear from you as soon as possible. 

I'd also intended what + now won't have tine for todays I'll go over Smith's 
Memorandum and try to eliminate some and try to list what I regard as priorities 
for the rest becuse I realize that this can take a fair amount of your time. 

    

Best,     
en
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